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Task Description:

The objective of this application is to determine the increased risk of developing degenerative cardiac disease as a result
of exposure to representative components of space radiation. Ground-based animal studies will be used to assess the
increased risk for developing degenerative cardiovascular disease. A model of accelerated coronary fibrosis and the
degeneration of heart morphology and function following exposure to ionizing radiation, in previously healthy rats, has
already been developed and validated. In this rat model, whole body ionizing radiation with single doses of 6-10 Gy of
X-rays resulted in clinically relevant changes in cardiac function that can be measured, noninvasively. Our central
hypothesis is that whole body exposure to space-relevant doses of solar particle event (SPE) protons and galactic cosmic
rays (GCRs) will increase the risk for developing degenerative cardiovascular disease. 
Two Specific Aims are proposed to directly address the issue of cardiovascular risk using experimental approaches in a
rat model and theoretical modeling of disease progression to apply the results from the rat studies to astronauts. The
proposed investigations directly address important aspects of the NASA Human Research Program (HRP) Degenerative
Tissue Gaps, as set forth in the Human Research Roadmap. HRP gaps are identified that are addressed by each Specific
Aim. The proposed research will provide important information to help close these gaps. 

Specific Aim 1: Determine the progression rates, latency periods, and relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of iron
ions, silicon, and protons compared with gamma rays of risk for and occurrence of degenerative disease in the
cardiovascular system resulting from ground-based exposure to GCRs and SPEs. (HRP Gaps Degen-1, -2, and -3). 

Specific Aim 2: Develop a theoretical model of disease progression to extrapolate results on charged particle-induced
cardiac risks in rats to degenerative cardiac disease in astronauts. (HRP Gaps Degen-1, -5). 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:
This research benefits life on Earth as it relates to patients who receive therapeutic radiation for the treatment of cancer
and to individuals who receive accidental exposure to radiation from a nuclear accident. 
  

Task Progress:

This project addresses the following goals set forward in the 2014 NASA Research Announcement (NRA) for Radiation
Studies: 1) to provide detailed physiological and bio-molecular characterization of degenerative tissue responses to
space-like radiation doses that are mission relevant for future human spaceflight outside low earth orbit and 2) to
determine relative biological effectiveness (RBE) values for space radiations in appropriate animals using relevant
intermediate as well as late physiological endpoints and effects. These experimentally derived RBE values provide
quantitative inputs into methods and models to calculate degenerative tissue responses in humans following exposures in
space. The central hypothesis of this project is that whole body exposure to space-relevant doses of galactic cosmic rays
(GCRs) will increase the risk for developing degenerative cardiovascular disease. Three specific aims are proposed to
address the issue of cardiovascular risk using experimental approaches in a rat model and the mathematical modeling of
rat and human data relevant to the research questions. 
Specific Aim 1a: Determine the progression rates, latency periods, and relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of iron
ions, silicon, and protons compared to gamma-rays for degenerative disease in the cardiovascular system resulting from
ground-based exposure to GCRs. 

Specific Aim 1b: Determine the importance of the kidney in the mechanisms underlying cardiac disease from HZE ion
exposure. 

Specific Aim 2: Develop a theoretical model of disease progression to extrapolate the results for charged
particle-induced cardiac risks in rats to degenerative cardiac disease in astronauts. 

Following irradiation of the rats (n=12 per group) we are determining changes in risk factors for cardiovascular disease
and cardiac injury in a longitudinal study. The end points to be measured include total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol,
and triglycerides in blood. These measurements will be made monthly over a 9 month follow up period. We will perform
histological studies and cardiac echocardiography studies to measure injury to the heart at the end of the study. We will
use this data to determine dose-response relationships for 56Fe, 28Si, and protons as representative ions in GCRs. The
relationship between dose for particles (56Fe, 28Si, or protons), compared with gamma-rays as the reference radiation,
will be determined for changes in risk factors for cardiac disease (cholesterols and triglycerides), cardiovascular injury
(radial and circumferential strain using echocardiography), and renal injury (blood pressure) following whole body
irradiation. Dose-response relationships will be established for renal disease. 

We are determining the relative biological effectiveness of particles under investigation (56Fe, 28Si, or protons) for a
specific risk factor for cardiovascular disease (e.g., the incidence of animals showing a greater than 80 mg/dl increase in
total cholesterol levels as an end point). Relative biological effectiveness for other risk factors for cardiovascular, renal,
and hepatic disease will also be determined. 

Male Wistar rats at 6 months of age have been exposed to 56Fe, protons, and gamma-rays. Our findings at 4 months
after irradiation for 56Fe indicate that risk factors for cardiovascular disease are increasing compared with non-irradiated
rats at the same age. These rats need be studied over a 9 month period as proposed in the grant to determine their overall
response to space radiation. 
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